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ABSTRACT 

FAULT DETECTION IN FULL ADDER CELLULAR ARRAYS 

by 

Sarvajit Thakur 

This thesis illustrates the usefulness of the full adder as the 

elementary cell for designing cellular arrays for arithmetic. 

It Is shown that basic arithmetic operations, number system conversion, 

matrix operations and computation of common library functions can be 

implemented using full adder arrays. 

It is further shown that fault detection is particularly easy in full 

adder arrays. The four neighbor full adder array can be tested for the 

presence of a single faulty cell by applying exactly eight tests, irrespective 

of the size of the array. The full adder arrays for practical applications 

turn out to be a little more difficult for fault detection. The number of 

tests is shown to grow almost linearly with the number of primary input 

terminals in these arrays. 

In four neighbor half adder arrays the number of tests grows approx¬ 

imately as the square of the number of primary input terminals. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of large scale integrated semiconductor arrays 

interest has been generated in making use of these new resources in 

digital hardware. These arrays may be available on relatively 

inexpensive circuit chips, each having hundreds of circuit elements. 

The newer hardware organizations should at the same time be capable 

of meeting the demands of the new technology. 

The problem of ’what kind of large and useful networks to design' 

is being attacked by computer scientists. A special class of networks 

called cellular arrays have been suggested as a solution to this 

problem (12, 13). A cellular array may be roughly thought of as a 

two (or more) dimensional pattern of relatively simple, identical 

logic cells interconnected in some sort of a regular manner. These 

arrays have such advantages as high packing density, ease of circuit 

and logic design and fabrication and, therefore, low cost. The 

identical nature of the cells and regularity of interconnection 

explains these advantages. For instance, the cost of integrated circuit 

manufacture is strongly affected by the cost of designing and pro¬ 

ducing the photographic masks to be used in the manufacturing process 

(5). If circuits of a given type were produced in a standard form 

(using identical elementary cells with variable interconnection 

pattern) the limited number of masks could be used over and over again 

thus reducing considerably the cost of fabrication* This thesis and 

Kautz (S) demonstrate another advantage, i.e. ease of fault diagnosis 

in cellular arrays as compared to arbitrary networks on LSI semi¬ 

conductor chips* 
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Once we accept the arguments in favor of cellularity the question 

arises as to what kind of logic cells to consider in particular* This 

thesis describes cellular arrays made up of full adders and half adders. 

These cells have been chosen specifically for reasons given in 

Chapter II* The capabilities of these arrays are illustrated by means 

of examples. It is shown hov; these arrays can be designed to carry 

out (in hardware form) basic arithmetic operations, computation of 

common library functions, matrix operations, and number system con¬ 

version. Most of these operations are realized in the form of soft¬ 

ware packages in present day computers. However, using arrays of 

large integrated circuits, it should be economically feasible to 

realize these functions in cellular hardware form thus gaining speed. 

Furthermore, inherent parallelism of certain algorithms can be 

exploited in hardware using cellular arrays. Many iterative procedures 

can be easily implemented in hardware by iterating in space (using 

iterative arrays) rather than in time as is normally the practice. 

Chapter III deals with the problem of fault detection in full 

adder and half adder cellular arrays. This is one of the major 

problems encountered by the Integrated circuit manufacturer. 

To test a digital network, we could apply all possible combinations 

and sequences of the input signals on the set of primary input ter¬ 

minals of the network and compare the resulting outputs with the 

correct outputs of the network. Any resulting output which differs 

from the correct one will indicate the existence of a certain fault 

in the network. Having a table that shows which fault causes such an 
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output, we are able to distinguish that fault from the others. The 

faults whose effects on the network output are identical cannot be 

distinguished. This procedure, unfortunately, is impractical for 

large arrays such as proposed here, since the number of tests grows 

exponentially with the number of primary (external) input terminals. 

The main problem is to find a small subset of the set of all possible 

inputs such that, if applied on the primary input terminals, it will 

detect the existence of any fault in the network. 

General procedures for minimally testing digital networks are 

available only for small networks having no more than a few dozen 

gates (l). The problem of fault detection, therefore, assumes great 

proportions in integrated circuit arrays. Firstly, the number of 

cells in such arrays would be unmanageable by these general procedures. 

In addition, test signals can be applied only to the external terminals 

of the array. To develop minimal test schedules for these arrays, 

therefore, one has to develop new procedures. It turns out, however, 

that cellular arrays, although large, can be satisfactorily handled 

because of their inherent properties. Due to the cellular nature of 

the network it is easier to get signals from primary input terminals 

through the Internal cells to the secondary (internal) inputs and 

simultaneously provide proper test inputs to a number of cells on the 

periphery as well as within the array. Furthermore, the regular 

interconnection pattern makes it considerably easier for an error in 

a cell to propagate through the array to the primary outputs. In 

other words it is much easier to determine sensitized paths ( 1 ) 

covering all cells in an array, thus making it possible to schedule the 
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test sequence in a minimal or near minimal manner. Some general 

results for the testability of cellular arrays have been obtained by 

Kautz (8). In particular it is shown in Chapter III that faults in 

two dimensional full adder and half adder arrays are easily detected 

because of special properties of these cells. Four neighbor full 

adder and half adder arrays are first treated. It is shown that the 

four neighbor full adder array can be tested completely just by 

applying eight distinct combinations of input signals no matter how 

large the size of the array. In the four neighbor half adder array 

the number grows almost linearly with the number of primary input 

terminals, compared to exponential growth in the worst case of an 

arbitrary array. 

Special kinds of full adder and half adder arrays are then 

discussed and each special case is compared with the general four 

neighbor case to show that the fault detection problem is not much 

more difficult in these cases. These cases, either individually or in 

combination cover the entire range of full adder and half adder . 

arrays described in Chapter II. 

Cellular logic arrays have been proposed in literature for distributed 

logic memories (2, 3, 6, 17). 

Fault detection problem in more general digital networks has been 

attacked by Armstrong (l), and others (4, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16). 



II FULL ADDER AND HALF ADDER ARRAYS 

II.I The basic cell in the arrays to be considered here will be either 

a full adder or a half adder. There are two main reasons for picking 

these cells for basic elements of the arrays. Firstly, it is intuitively 

clear that most arithmetic algorithms involve the basid operation of 

addition. A simple cell like the full adder thus appears to be a 

strong condidate for building cellular logic arrays. This is confirmed 

by the investigation of this chapter. The second reason is the ease 

of fault diagnosis in full adder and Half adder arrays. This is the 

subject of Chapter III. As v?i 11 be seen in Chapter III, since the 

sum output of these two cells realizes the exclusive OR function it 

is extremely easly to detect faults in these arrays. 

II. 1.1 The half adder is a two input-two output logic device shown in 

Fig. II.1.1. It is described by 

X* - X.Y, 

Y* «• X XOR Y 

» (X . Y) + (X . Y), 

where X and Y are the two inputs two the cell, Xf is the carry output 

and Y1 is the sum output. 

II. 1.2 The full adder is a three input-two output device shown in 

Fig. II.1.2. It's logic equations are 

X' - M (X, Y, Z), 

Y1 « X XOR Y XOR Z, 

where M denotes the majority function. 
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II. 2 Number System Conversion 

Most computers use binary system for internal representation of 

dat /. It is desired to retain the decimal system for the represent¬ 

ation of input data and computed results. For this purpose it is 

necessary to provide means for converting numbers from one system to 

the other 

II.2.1 Decimal to Binary Conversion 

II.2.1.1 The first method employs repeated division of the decimal number 

by 2 (15). The decimal numbers may be entered into the computer as 

sets of lfs and 0fs in the B.C.D. notation. Figure II 2.1.1 describes 

a full adder array to convert a two digit BCD number into its binary 

equivalent. The BCD number is divided repeatedly by 2. Each time 

that a remainder of 1 occurs in the division process, a 1 is entered 

in the appropriate order of the binary number. For example, if the 

first division by 2 produces a remainder of 1, the lowest-order binary 

digit is 1. 

Example: Consider the number 53. 

Integer BCD Representation Each Division 
By 2 Producers 

10* digit 10° digit 

53 0101 0011 

26 0010 0100 1 (2°) 

13 0001 0011 0 (21) 

6 0000 0110 1 (22) 

3 0000 0011 0 (23) 

1 0000 0001 1 (24) 

0 0000 0000 1 (25) 
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Division by 2 is equivalent to shifting the binary number right one 

place. 

Consider the decimal number 

X ~ X . 10n + X , 1011"1  •+ X 
n n-1 o 

n i 
- X 10 

i“0 

Division by 2 gives 

v n X M 

i“0 

xi IO
1 

2 

+ 

n 

i*»0 

and Xi even 

(Xi - 1) . 10* + 5.10i_1 

and Xi odd 

Thus the rightmost binary digit of the BCD representation of X^ 

becomes the resulting remainder after each shift and is output as the 

appropriate binary digit. The rightmost binary digit of each higher 

order odd decimal digit representation, when shifted right, adds 5 to 

the next lower order BCD digit. The expression for X. above together 
2 

with the example and Fig. II.2.1.1 illustrate it clearly. 

Twelve full adders would be required to convert a two digit BCD 

number Into a binary number. An array that converts a three digit 

BCD number using the same algorithm is shown in Fig. II 2.1.LA. 
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11*2*1.2 Another conversion method could be to examine the digits in the 

decimal number, one at a time, starting with the highest order. The 

binary equivalent of the highest order digit is multiplied by 1010 

(decimal ten) and the binary equivalent of the next decimal digit is 

added to the product* This process is repeated for each digit in the 

decimal number until the least significant BCD digit is added. 

Fig. II.2.1.2 shows a full adder array for BCD to binary conversion 

using this method. The two uppermost rows of full adders achieve the 

multiplication of the highest order decimal digit by ton and the 

addition of the result to the next lower order decimal digit in two 

steps. First (in uppermost row of adders) the highest order decimal 

digit is multiplied by five (101) and then (in the second row of 

adders) the result is shifted left one place with respect to the next: 

lower order BCD digit and added to it. Shifting left one place 

completes the multiplication of the highest order digit by ten (1010). 

The two steps are then repeated v?ith the result of the above operations 

and the next lower order BCD digit as operands (in the lower rows of 

adders) and so on until the least significant digit is added. 

Binary to BCD conversion turns out to be more difficult than BCD 

to binary conversion. This is because division by decimal ten (binary 

1010) is not as simple as division by decimal two (binary 10) which 

involves just one shifting operation. The multiplication method is 

more involved because the result of multiplication by two (binary 10) 

must be arranged in proper binary sequences to get the equivalent BCD 

representation while there was no such problem in converting BCD into 

the biiutry system. 
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A full adder array for binary to BCD conversion is shown in 

Fig. II 2.2. It employs the division algorithm. The binary number 

is divided by decimal ten. Division by ten is achieved by incrementing 

each four bit number by six and dividing the resulting incremented 

number by sixteen to get the proper quotient and remainder. When 

the whole binary sequence is divided by ten the final remainder is 

output as the 10° BCD digit. The quotient, another binary sequence 

obtained during division, is divided again by ten to produce the next 

higher order remainder or the 10 BCD digit. This process of repeated 

division carries on until the most significant BCD digit is obtained. 

The algorithm can probably be understood better by looking at 

the following set of equations. 

Consider a binary number 

y v i o^ ■ v 0n-l ( «« nn*2 , ir An**3 ,>. X •* Xn*2 + X , • 2 + A - • 2 +X • 2 ...+Xo 
n-1 n-2 n-3 

Lot Qi ( ) denote the quotient of division by i of the binary number 

within parenthesis. 

Similarly Ri ( ) denotes the remainder of division by 1 of the binary 

number within parenthesis. 

10 denotes decimal ten. 

X - 1 (X • 2° + X * 2n_1   + Xo) 
To To n n_1 

» Q (X • 2° + X . 2n_1 + X . 2n"2 -i- X • 2n"3) 

10 n n-1 n-2 n-3 

+ 1 (R n (X • 2n + X • 2n"1 + X - • 21 

YQ 1° n n-1 n-2 
+ X • • 2n'3)) 

n- J 

+1 (X . . 2 
To n"4 

• 0n 

n-4 
+ Xo) 

Q,, (X *2" + X • 2n_1 + X . • 2n‘2 + X * 2n“3 + 6 • 2n"3) 
16 n n-1 n-2 n-3 

+ 1 (R,, (X • 2n + X • 2n_1 + X . 
YQ 10 n n-1 n-2 

2n"2 + X 
n-3 

2n'3 + 6 • 2n"3)) 

+ i (X 
10 

,n~4 
n-4 

+ Xo) 
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Qj^ above is the output of block B of Fig. II.2.2 or the 

highest order binary digit of the quotient of division of X by 10. 

Now, consider 

X1 * 1 (R,, (X • 2n + X • 211”1 + X • 2n"2 + X • 2n“J + 6 • 2n"3) 
Y0 16 n n-l n-2 n-3 

+ X . • 2n_4) +1 (X r . 2n'5   + Xo) 
n-4 To n-j 

- Q.n (R., (X . 2n + X • 2n~1 ... + X • 2n_3 +6-2 10 16 n n-1 n-3 
n-3) 

+ X • 2n'4) 
n-4 

+ 1 (R (R (X • 2n + X , • 2n~1 .... + X „ • 2“'J + 6 • 2"*J) .n-3 ,n-3> 

To 10 16 n n-l n-3 

Q., (R., (X • 2n   + X , • 2n_3 + 6 • 2n"3) + X • 2n"4 

16 16 n n-3 n-4 

+ 6 • 2n”4) +1 • R,, (R,, (X • 2n   + X , • 2n'S + 6 * 2n"3) 
YQ 16 16 n n-3 

+ X • 2n * + 6 • 2n 4) + 1 (X « 2n 3.... + Xo) 
n-4 To n"5 

« Q., (R,A (X • 2n .... + X ,• 2n'3 + 6 • 2n 3) + 3 * 2n~3 + X • 2n"4) 
16 16 n n-3 n-4 

+ 1 ♦ Rf, (R,, (X * 2n  + X • 2n"3 + 6 . 211"3) + 3 • 2n'3 + X . 2n_4) 
YQ 14 16 n n-3 n-4 

.n-3 

+ 1 (X . 2n-5 .... + Xo) 
To n“5 

%n-3 
But R1£ (X * 2n .... + X • 2n + 6 • 2n-J) +3*2 

16 n n-3 

Y . 2n + Y • 2n“1 .... + Y , • 2 
n n-l n-3 

n-3> 

n-3 

n-3 

(Block B, Fig. II. 2.2) 
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Therefore, 

X1 " Q , (Y . 2n + Y • 
16 n n-1 

2n_1 .... + Y . 2n’3 + X • 2n"4) 
n-3 n-4 

+ 1 
10 

R., (Y . 2n .... + Y • 2n"3 + X . 2n"4) 
16 n n-3 n-4 

t| (X , • 2n'5 ... + Xo) 
To ‘"5 

^16 *n ^ above is the second most significant bit of the quotient 

of division of X by 10. This is the left most vertical output of block 

A in Fig. II.2.2. 

The division process continues until we get the final remainder 

Y n . 23 + Y . 22 + Y n . 21 + Y n . 2° - 3 . 2° 
3 2 1 o 

(Block C, Fig. II. 2.2) 

The output of block c gives the 10° BCD digit. 

The binary sequence of vertical outputs of the bottom most row 

of cells represents the quotient of division by decimal 10 and is 

further divided by decimal 10 in an identical manner. The four bit 

remainder thus obtained is the 10 BCD digit. This process continues 

until ve get the most significant BCD digit. 

Fig. II.2.2.1 shows a network to convert a ten digit binary 

number (not greater than 999) into its binary equivalent. 

II.3 Full Adder Arrays For Basic Arithmetic Operations 

The use of full adders for parallel addition and subtraction needs 

no mention. Arrangements are described here for multiplication and 

division. These arrays are by no means claimed to be the fastest ways 

to do these operations. The idea is to point out certain possible 
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applications of full adder arrays. 

11.3.1 Multiplication 

The basic cell of the multiplier array of Fig. II.3.1 consists of 

two full adders. One of these is used as a two input AND gate. The 

third input is always 0 and the sum output is not used at all. The 

other full adder is used for the usual purpose of addition. The array 

of Fig. II.3.1 made up of these basic cells can be thought of as an 

array of AND gates fsuperimposedf over an array of full adders. The 

AND gate array produces partial products of the four bit multiplicand 

with each bit of the multiplier. These partial products are added 

together by the array of full adders. Appropriate shifting for each 

partial product is provided automatically by the way cells are interconnected. 

11.3.2 Division 

The following iterative algorithm has been used in computers for 

division (15). 

N +1 

D+l 

(2 - D.) N 
 i i 
(2 - D ) D. 

where N is the dividend and D is the divisor. If D is made less 
o o o 

than 1 then it can be shown that 

Do < D1 < 1 

After repeated applications of the iterative equation, D^ approaches 1. 

Furthermore, approaches the quotient because the ratio between 

and Dj is not changed when both the numerator and the denominator are 

multiplied by the same factor, (2-D^). 

The cellular realization proposed here uses the iterative algorithm 

in space rather than in time to carry out division. Identical blocks 

of full adder arrays would be used for each iteration. 
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A full adder array to calculate (2-D^) employs full adders as 

investors as shown in Fig. II.3.2. The array D of Fig. II.3.2 may 

be used iteratively in time or a number of identical arrays of this 

kind may be used each carrying out one iteration. The latter approach 

can gain speed using extra hardware. 

The problem in this type of iterative schemes is the termination 

of the iterative process. A comparator may be required to test the 

convergence of the result to a particular limit and stop iterating. 

The optimal approach would probably be to iterate both in space and 

time in a suitable combination. 

II.3.3 Extracting Square Root 

where b^ , b^^ arc success*vo approximations.to the square root (15). 

There might be a problem with using the division unit proposed above 

for calculating X_ since b^ must be less than unity after each interation, 

for the division process to converge. Alternatively, therefore, the 

reciprocal of b^ may be calculated by a separate iterative method as 

follows (15). 

C.,. * C. (2 - b. * Cf) where C1# C.,, are successive 
i+1 i k i i l+l 

approximations to € 

bk 

Fig. II.3.3A shows an arrangement to calculate JL_ . 

bk 
The array of Fig. II.3.3A may be used repeatedly or identical 

arrays of this kind may be used together to find J.  . Once JL_ is 
b. b 

calculated, *s °^t:a^nec3 using the array of Fig. II.3.3B. This 

array may be used repeatedly to obtain better and better approximations 

The square root of X is given by the iterative equation 

x 
bk 

bk 

to the square root of X, 
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II.4 Matrix operations and 

easily implemented in full 

operations can be split up 

For instance, 

sin X » X - £ 
3! 

trigonometric function calculations can be 

adder arrays* This is because these 

into the basic operations of addition. 

+ 

5! 
etc. 

can be obtained by using a sufficient number of multipliers and adders 

connected appropriately. 

II.5 Half Adders for Addition • 

Figure II.5 shows an array of half adders for the addition of 

two four bit numbers. Thirteen half adders are used to function as 

an equivalent linear array of four full adders. 

This array has an advantage over the full adder array. The 

intercell connections are more regular since the external inputs are 

applied only to peripheral cells. However full adder arrays describe' 

in this chapter cannot always be replaced by such regular arrays of 

half adders. Furthermore, fault detection is much simpler in full 

adder arrays than in half adder arrays as will be seen in the next 

chapter. 



Ill FAULT DETECTION 

Various kinds of full adder cellular arrays were described in 

Chapter II. A half adder array was proposed as an alternative to a 

full adder array for addition. This array could be used to some 

advantage -- because of more regular interconnections than in a cor¬ 

responding array of full adders -- in some of the applications proposed 

in Chapter II. 

The goal of this chapter is to determine whether these arrays 

can be tested for the presence of any single faulty cell. If so, v;e 

will try to estimate bounds on the number of tests to be performed in 

order to test the arrays completely. 

A few common definitions will first be given: 

Definition III.1 
t 

A primary input terminal of an arbitrary cellular array is an 

input terminal accessible from the outside. 

Definition III.2 

A primary output terminal of an arbitrary cellular array is an 

output terminal accessible from the outside. 

Definition 111.3 

A secondary input terminal of an arbitrary cullular array is an 

input terminal of a cell included in the array, which is not accessible 

from the outside. 

Definit ion III.4 

A secondary output terminal of an arbitrary cellular array is an 

output terminal of a cell included in the array, which is not accessible 

from the outside. 
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Definition III,5 

A faulty cell in a cellular array is one that realizes a switching 

function different from that described by the logic equations of a 

fault-free cell. 

Definition III,6 

A single fault in an arbitrary cellular array is the presence of 

a single faulty cell in the array. 

Definition III,7 

A test is an n-tuple of O’s and lfs where n is the number of 

primary input terminals of the array. 

Definition III.8 

A test schedule is a sequence of tests or a sot of tests. 

Definition III,9 

A sensitized path' from a cell to a primary output terminal is an 

ordered set of secondary input and output terminals together with a 

primary output terminal such that the first element of the set is an 

output terminal of the cell in question and the last element is a 

primary output terminal, with the property that any change in the 

signal on the first element produces corresponding changes in the 

signal on each and every element of the set. 

III.l General Conditions for Testability 

In order to test a cellular array for the presence of a single 

faulty cell, it is necessary and sufficient that the following two 

general conditions be satisfied (8) , 

Condit ion 111,1«A 

There must exist a set of tests so that the cell in question has 

applied to it all possible combinations of inputs which are necessary 

to check the cell behavior. 
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Condlt ion III* 1 . B 

For each such input combination, and each possible cell output 

change due to a fault, there is at least one sensitized path from the 

cell in question to one of the primary output terminals. 

Before going into the actual problem of fault detection we will 

make a few assumptions about the interconnections and types of faults 

in the array. 

1. Intercell connections in the cellular array are all unilateralf 

i.e., signals pass in only one sense in each dimensional direction (8). 

2. The array can be tested only through the primary input 

terminals. 

3. Only single faulty cells will be considered for fault detection 

in the array. 

III.2 Fault Detection in the Four Neighbor Half Adder Array 

Figure 111.2.1 shows an mxn four neighbor half adder array. 

A half adder is described by 

X1. . - X, . • Y . . 
i»J CJ i»J 

Y1, . - X. . XOR Y, . 

I 'glearly four tests are sufficient to detect all 

•faults in a half adder. To test the array as a whole 
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Li,j i» j i > j 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

Table III.2.1 

Conditions III.l.A and III.l.B must be satisfied. Let us show first 

that Condition III.l.B will always be satisfied for a two dimensional 

array of half adders. 

Consider a typical cell (i,j). Any change in one of the Inputs 

due to error in one of the neighboring cells would give an incorrect 

i 
value of Y . Thus any single error in a cell would be propagated 

I»J 

and detected at the sum output of a cell which receives an input from 

the cell in question. 

The following two cases arise; 

1. Both the outputs of the cell in question arc primary. In this 

case there obviously is no testing problem. 

2. One or both of the outputs are secondary. By Definition III.A 

the secondary outputs must be the Inputs to another cell ( i+1,j ) or 

(i, j+l) or both. In any case the error in cell Ci>j) will be 

detected at the sum output of cell (i+l,j) or (i,j+l) or both. 

Again, either the sum outputs of cell (i+l,j) and/or cell (i,j+l) 

are primary, in which case we are done, or not. If not, there must 

exist a neighboring cell whose sum output is ‘going to be changed due 

to the error detected at the sum output of cell (i+l,j) or (i,j+l). 
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We keep going through this chain of sum outputs until we reach a 

primary output terminal* Thus a sensitized path alv/ays exists* 

Lciama 111*2*1 

In an mxn four-neighbor half adder array there exist sensitized 

paths from any cell (i,j) to primary outputs Y . and Y . for errors 
mjj m,j+l 

t i 
detected at Y . . and X . respectively. i,J 

We now have to check if Condition III.l.A is satisfied for each 

and every cell in the array. 

1. For a cell with two primary ‘input terminals, III.l.A is sat¬ 

isfied trivially. 

2. For a cell with primary input X : If cell (i-1,1) has 
1 # 1 

been tested already, Y~' must take on values 1,1,0,0, up to 
1 *■ 1 P l 

permutations, for the four tests applied to cell (i-l,l). But Y , v1 

i-1,1 

Y Thus all we have to do is assign proper values to X for the 

four states of Y. in order to apply all four-inputs to cell (i,l). 
1,1 

3. For a cell with primary input Y If cell (l, j-1) has 
11J 

t 
already been tested, X must take on values 1,0,0,0, up to 

1, J -1 

permutations, for the four tests applied to cell (l, j~l). But 

» 
X «X .. Thus all we need is one additional test to apply an 

11 J ~1 11J 

extra 1 at X^ and assign proper values to primary input y 

4. A cell (i,j) with both X. . and Y. . being secondary: 
i#J 

Assuming cell (i-1,j) and (i,j-l) have been tested already, and knowing 

i t 
that Y . 0 Y. . and X « X. we have already applied the 

i-iiJ i,j l,j-l i,j 

sequence I,1,0,0 to Y. .. Also we have applied sequence 1,0,0,0, 
1
1J 

up to permutations, to X, y These are four possibilities of concurrent 

values of Y. . and X. .as shewn in Table III.2.2, 
i>J ii J 
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Y 
i.J 

Corresponding Possibilities of 

1 1 o 0 0 

1 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 1 

Table III.2.2 

three tests for cell (i,j). Thus we need one and only one extra tost for 

cell (i,j) if we have tested cells (i-l,j) and (i,j-l) already* 

As a result of the above four cases we have 

Theorem III,2*1 

An mxn four neighbor half adder array is completely testable with 

exactly 4 + m (n-1) tests. 

Kautz (8) has discussed this array and shown that 2n + 2 tests are 

sufficient to test an mxn four enighbor half adder array. Theorem III.2.1, 

however gives the minimal length of the test schedule and is a much better 

bound. 

Corollary III.2.1 

Since the number of primary input terminals is (ro+n) the number of 

tests grown approximately as the square of the number of input terminals. 

III.2.1 Fault Detection in the Half Adder Array for Additions 

The half adder array of Figure III.2.2 was proposed in Chapter II for 

the addition of two binary numbers. 

Direct application of Theorem III.2.1 gives the number of tests 
n-1 

® 4 + (n-l) + (n-1), if n^ 2 
i*8! ' 

4, if n « 1 
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III.3 Fault Detection In a Four-Neighbor Full Adder Array: 

Consider the four neighbor rectangular array of full adders having 

m rows and n columns, shown In Fig. III.3.1. Eight tests are sufficient 

to test each Individual cell of the array. To show that the array as 

a whole Is testable we must prove that conditions III.l.A and III.l.B 

are satisfied. 

Condition III.l.B can be shown to be satisfied for this array on 

very similar grounds as for the four-neighbor half adder array, given 

« 
In III. 3. This Is because of the nature of the sum output Y' . ** 

** J 

X. . XOR Yt . XOR Z . Thus any single change In the value of one of 
*»J * # J *»j 

i 
these inputs would change the output Y . A sensitized path always 

*»J 

exists from any ceil in question, (i,j), to one or more of the primary 

outputs. 

To check Condition III.l.A let us introduce some notation for 

convenience. 

Let (...00......00), an n tuple of 0's, 

be denoted by Uo, 

C...11......11) be denoted by U., 
n '1 

(•••1010....10) be denoted by l^, 

and C...0101....0l)n be denoted by 

Let (1,*) denote the i-Uh row of the array and (*,j) denote the 

j-th column of the array. 

Theorem III.3.1 

An mxn four-neighbor full adder array con be tested with 8 tests 
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Proof 

Condition III.l.B is always satisfied. All we need to show is 

that 8 tests are sufficient to satisfy Condition III.l.A. 

We shall prove this by induction on the number of rows of the 

array. 

1. Consider row (l,*). 

Figure III.3.2 describes eight tests that would be sufficient 

to test row (i,*). The row of cells can bo thought of as the three- 

input, two-output block shown in Fig. III.3.3. Input X^ ^ and 

output X Q ^ are scalars whereas Inputs Y^ ^ and Z^ iey and output 

Y ^ are n-tuples taking on values U^, U^, and U^. 

Table III.3.2 consists of a test schedule for row (l,*). 

Fig. III.3.2 shows that these eight tests are sufficient to test row 

(1,*). It can be checked for any cell by observing the column cor¬ 

responding to the cell in question, in Fig. III.3.2. Each element of 

the column shows the three Inputs to the cell in each test. Thus the 

theorem holds good for row (1,*). 

2. Let us assume that the theorem holds good for an arbitrary 

row (i,*) of the array. In other words we assume that inputs X^ ^y, 

^(i *) anc* ^(i *) Slvcn in Table III.3.3 are applied to row (i,*) 

as a result of these eight tests. 



FIG. nr. 5. i. 

FIG, nr. 5.3 
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FIG. nr. 3.2, 
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X 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Y 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

z 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

X' 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

Y 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

Table III.3.1 

(1,*) 

U 
o 

U 
o 

U. 

u 

u. 

'(1,*) 

U1 

u. 

k(l,*) 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

(1,*) 

U1 

u 

IL 

Table III.3.2 
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Y(i,*) Z(i,*) X(l,*) Y (i,*) Z(i+1,*) X(i+1,*) 

“Y(i+1,*) 

U 

u 

U1 

0 

u. 

u 

u. 

u 

u. 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

Table III.3.3 
• »: 

3. The corresponding output Y Q ^ Is the secondary input 

Y(i+1 *) t0 thG row Since Inputs *) and X(i+i *) are 

Independent of row (l,*) we can assign any values to these inputs. 

It can be seen that if we make the assignment of Table III.3.3, which 

we always can, the row (1+1,*) has all eight input combinations 

applied to it. 

We have thus shown that if row (i,*) of the array can be tested 

using eight tests, the row (i+1,*) is testable with no additional 

tests. 

Hence the proof of Theorem III.3.1 follows by induction. 

III.4 Fault Detection In Special Cases of Full Adder Arrays 

The full adder arrays for arithmetic operations, described in 

Chapter II, are not as regular as the array discussed in III.3 above. 
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In most of the arrays of Chapter II a subset of the set of primary and 

secondary inputs are constrained in some way or the other. These cases 

will be treated below. 

III.4.I Two or More Input Terminals Tied Together 

There can be various ways to tie input terminals together. The 

two most common cases will be studied below. 

Let us examine the effect on the testability of row (1,*) as 

a result of inputs Z. and Z being tied together as shown In 

Fig, III.4.1. Consider a typical column of Fig. III.3.2. Lot us 

pick, arbitarlly, the third column from the right. This column shows 

the eight different tests applied to coll (1,3). 

Note that Z^ ^ must equal y Tests 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 can 

be applied as usual since the relation Z « Z - is satisfied as 
1, a i, J 

it is. Tests 5 and 6 must be replaced by two tests each, i.e., 5A, 

5B, 6A and 6B, In test 5A we have Z . “ Z ■» 1 and in 6A wo have 
i, a 1, J 

Zj ^ *» Zj ^ " 0. That takes care of the three rightmost cells for 

tests 5 and 6. 

Tests 5B and 6B would have Z. . ** Z. . ® 0 and Z. . «* Z. . *» 1 
1,4 1,3 1,4 1,3 

respectively and Xj ^ 1 and Xj ^ « 0 respectively (which can always 

be adjusted) so as to get the proper input combinations on coll (i,4) 

for tests 5 and 6, 

Thus two additional tests would be required for each pair of 

input terminals tied together as shown in Fig, III.4.1. This result 

is independent of the location of the two adjacent cells in the array. 
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HI.4a 

III.4 

.2 

Figure III.4.2 shows a row of full adders with inputs Z and 
I»J 

Z. ..o tied together. 
1» j+2 

Going back to Fig. III.3.2 lot us pick, arbitrarily, cells (i,2) 

and (1,4) such that Z^ ^ ^ It is clear immediately from 

Fig. III.3.2 that this constraint does not affect the testability of 

the array since 2 " Zi 4 In a11 ciSht tests. It is also clear that 

this result is independent of the location of the pair of cells, i.e., 

the result holds good for any two inputs Z and Z , tied together, 
1, J 1»J 

for all j. 

.2 A Cell Input Always at 1 

Once again let us pick an arbitrary ceil in row (l,*). Consider 

cell (i,2), for example, such that Z . « 1. There is no problem as 
i t *• 

far os tests 1, 2, 6 and 8 of Fig. III.3.2 are concerned. Also note 

that those four tests are sufficient to test cell (i,2) since this ceil 

has only two free lnputc, i.e., X. „ and Y. _. 
111 1, / 

Now, If we interchange the values of Y 0 and Z in tests 3 and 

4, it makes no difference to any other cell. Thus we can apply tests 

3 and 4 to the rest of the array. Let us recall that these tests are 

not required for cell (i,2) at all. Tests 5 and 7 will have to be 

replaced by two tests each. First, we test all cells to the right of 

cell (i,2) by applying the usual inputs for tests 5 and 7. Let us 

call these two tests 5A and 7A respectively. If we interchange the 

values of X^ ^ and Z^ ^ we can complete test 5 for all cells to the 

left of cell (1,2). We will call this test 5B. As for the row (i,*) 

test 7A is as good as test 7 since Z^ ^> always 1, makes no change 
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In its carry output X , when X 0 and Y, _ are both 0. However, we 

require an additional test 7B to obtain Y^ _ ** 0 in order to be able 

to test row (i+1,*). This can be done by setting either X , or Y. _ 

but not both equal to 1. 

Thus we see that two additional tests would, in general, be 

required for each cell with one input always at 1. 

111.4.3 A Row of Cells With One Input to Each Cell Always at 1 

Tests 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. III.4.3 are the same as tests 1, 2 and 

8 of Fig. III.3.2. In addition to these, only one more tost would 

be required to test the row (i,*) In question since we have only two 

free input terminals. In this test we must have Y. » 1 and X « 0 
i»j i»J 

for all j. However since Z « 1 for all j it turns out that test 4 
1 * J 

must be split up into os many as n different tests. This Is because 

the moment we set Y «* 1 and X » 0 for any j “ C, X. ** 1 for 
1 # J *»J i*J 

ail j^> C. Thus we need 3 + n tests for a row of this kind. Further¬ 

more some of these tests may have to be repeated in case row (i+1,*) 

needs more inputs Y depending on its interconnections. 
l+l, J 

111.4.4 A Cell Input Always at 0 

Let us pick an arbitrary cell (i,3) in Fig. III.3.2 such that 

Z is always 0, Tests 3, 4, 6 and 7 are not affected at all. Note 
1, J 

that these four tests are sufficient to test cell (i,3) since it has 

only two free Inputs. Therefore, tests 1 and 2 can be conducted for 

the rest of the array simply by interchanging the values of Y. _ and 

Z * for these two tests. Tests 5 and 8 must be split up into two 
1 

tests each. Let test 5A check all cells to the right of cell (i,3) 
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in the usual manner. Similarly let test 8A check all cells to the 

t 

right of cell (i,3). For 5B we arrange X. « 1 BO as to get X . 1 
* 9 * 

and Y ' 3 “ ® anc* te5t all cells to the left of (i,3) in the usual 

manner. For 8B we set Y *» 0 so as to get Y 4 , ** 1. Thus two 
J l t-i 

additional tests would be required for each cell with a single input 

terminal always at 0. 

111.4.5 

If all cells of an array have one input tied to 0, the array 

reduces to the half adder array discussed earlier. 

111.4.6 

The cases discussed above are just a few of the many possibilities. 

The arrays of Chapter II encounter these cases individually or in 

combinations. The purpose of studying these cases is to show that 

although additional test would be required as compared to the four 

neighbor array of III.3, the total number of tests is still quite small. 

For example, consider the full adder array of Fig. II.2.1.1 for 

BCD to binary conversion. The leftmost column of full adders consists 

of an input terminal, i.e., Z always at 0 and inputs Z and Z , 
1 f 4 1 | 1 1| j 

tied together. Let us assume that terminal X - Is externally 
1# 1 

available for testing. 

We can establish an upper bound on the number of tests required 

for this column using the results of III,4. From 111,4,1,2 we should 

not require extra tests because of Z and Z 
1,1 1, J 

being tied together 
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However, from III.4.4 two > extra tests may be required due to Z^ 2 being 

always 0. Thus an upper 

would be ten. 

bound ( on the number of tests for this column 

Table III .4.1 shows a test schedule for this column of Fig . II.2.1 

Nine tests are sufficient to detect all faults in this ; column. 

X. . Y. . Z. . X. „ Y „ Z „ X „ Y „ z 
1,1 1,1 1,1 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,3 1,3 1,3 

■*i.i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

1 1 0 110 

Table III.4.1 

1 1 0 

Extending the procedure to more than one column of the array, ve 

can establish upper bounds on the number of tests using these results 

before actual scheduling of tests 
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IV CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis has illustrated the importance of the full adder as 

the basic cell for designing cellular logic arrays. 

A variety of full adder arrays have first been proposed for 

realizing numerical algorithms in hardware form. It has then been 

shown that these arrays are particularly well suited for fault 

detection. 

A two dimensional array of half adders has been proposed as a 

substitute for a one dimensional array of full adders. The half adder 

array has the advantage of better regularity of Interconnections 

whereas the full adder array can be tested more easily. 

General results for the testability of four neighbor half adder 

and full adder arrays have been obtained. It has been shown that an 

mxn four neighbor half adder array can be tested completely by applying 

A + m.(n-l) tests. This is a better bound than that obtained by 

Kautz (8). 

The four enighbor full adder array can be tested with eight tests 

no matter how large it is. 

Fault detection in less regular full adder arrays has been studied 

to show that the problem is not much more difficult than in the case 

of the four-neighbor array. Special cases of full adder arrays have 

been treated to obtain bounds on the number of tests required to test 

more complicated arrays. 

In short, it could be said that a special class of cellular logic 

arrays has been identified. This class has a wide variety of practical 



applications and fault detection procedures are particularly simple 

for it. 

The results of Chapter III apply only to the detection of a 

single faulty cell In an array. These results could be extended to 

the case of multiple faults. However, the probability of multiple 

faults remaining undetected by these procedures should be very small. 
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